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Cowboy bebop spike smoking

Expand on my extra well-received comment... Check out the TVTropes article called Smoking is cool, where Spike is introduced as a cool smoker. There is no denying that nine out of ten times a fictitious smoker is a badass. We have somehow become accustomed to this fact. Cowbow Bebop, among many, many other works, uses smoking to show that the
character is probably not a person you want to mess with. Otherwise you have a bad time as the bandits and criminals chase Spike and his comrades for government bounties. Besides Spike, Jet and Fey also smoke, but not so much. Guess the coolest guys smoke the most. There's even a running gag with Spike trying to light a Cig and being told he's in a
non-smoking area. There's a TV show called Big Shot that the crew of Bebop likes to watch for the news about the biggest bounties. The show has wild Western decorations and features desert backgrounds, rifles, cacti, tumbleweeds, a salon door, all that says this is Wild West. And, of course, the picture of it can't be full without some smoking cowboys
representing our bounty hunters. Apart from all this, the series was produced in the late 1990s, when smoking was still considered somehow cool, though not as much as before. If you're looking for anime that's produced around the same time, you'll certainly find some other examples where main characters are both cool and smoker. For example, Hellsing,
where Integra Cogarillos smokes and is a scary-powerful sir. Trigun, mostly in a desert where Wolfwood illuminates a lot. So this smoking is by no means unique to cowboy bebop and has no refined reasons beyond the fact that it is generally seen as a sign that smoking is a badass. Happy New Year! FREE SHIPPING ON ORDER 75 USD! 1600x1200
Cowboy Bebop, Spike Mirror, Smoking Background HD / Desktop&gt; 1920x1080 Bebop Smoke. Cowboy Bebop, Bebop, Anime&gt; 1288x2289 Made a Minimalist Wallpaper by Spike : CowboyBebop&gt; 2560x1600 Spike Mirror Wallpaper&gt; 1080x1920 Cowboy Bebop Wallpaper iPhone&gt; 2560x1600 Spike Mirror Wallpaper&gt; 2300x1074 OC Show My
GF Cowboy Bepbo, and she made this beautiful&gt; 1920x1080 Cowboy Bebop Background&gt; 2208x1373 Spike Mirror - Cowboy Bebop - Wallpaper - Zerochan Anime&gt; 1244x700 Cowboy Bebop Spike Mirror Space Space Invaders Smoking Wallpaper&gt; 2000x1250 Cowboy Bebop Phone Background. Cowboy&gt; 1080x1920 Cowboy Bebop
Wallpaper iPhone&gt; 720x1280 Cowboy Bebop HD wallpaper&gt; 2880x1800 Cowboy Bebop Wallpaper. Cowboy Bebop&gt; 750x1334 Anime Cowboy Bebop (750x1334) Wallpaper&gt; 1920x1200 Cowboy Bebop Phone Wallpaper&gt; 1920x1080 Cowboy Bebop, Spike Mirror, Smoking Wallpaper / Desktop&gt; 2560x1961 Cowboy Bebop, Spike Mirror, No
Smoking - Cowboy Bebop Spike&gt; 1920x1080 Free Desktop Wallpapers : Cowboy Bebop Wallpaper, Wide Cowboy&gt; 1920x1080 White and Black Digital Wallpaper, Cowboy Bebop, Spike Mirror&gt; 2048x1536 Cowboy Bebop Wallpaper HD&gt; 2745x1572 Emma The Neverland Promised Wallpaper. Hd Hd Picture&gt; 1920x1200 Cowboy Bebop
Background&gt; 1080x1920 Cowboy Bebop Wallpaper iPhone&gt; 1920x1080 #anime Boys, #Cowboy Bebop, #Spike Mirror, #anime&gt; 1024x768 All Male Cowboy Bebop Jet Smoking Black Smoking&gt; 1920x1200 Wallpaper Smoking&gt; Right-Brown Brown- Spike Spiegel ('ピ', Supaiku Sup'geru?) is a former member of the Red Dragon Crime Syndicate
who died after falling in love with a woman named Julia. He then became a bounty hunter and partner of Jet Black, the captain of bebop. Spike and Jet tracked criminals across the colonized planets and moons of the solar system. His ship was the Swordfish II. During his adventures aboard the Bebop, Spike is drawn into a bitter feud with Vicious, a
syndicate rival who tries to kill him. Appearance Spike is large and slender in appearance; He has dark green hair and brown eyes, one of which later turns out to be artificial and brighter than the other. A flashback in session 6 reveals that his right eye has been surgically replaced by a fully functional cybernetic eye (although Spike himself may not have a
conscious memory of the procedure, claiming to have lost his natural eye in an accident). Spike is usually dressed in a blue casual suit, yellow shirt and Lupin III-inspired boots. [1] Occasionally he also wears a long brown trench coat. He is often seen with a cigarette between his lips, even when it's raining or there's clearly a No Smoking sign on which he
sits, stands or goes through. Spike's constant smoking is a tribute to Lupin III, as Lupin's partner Jigen smokes cigarettes, which are usually in a very bad condition, similar to Spike. There is also a very special reference to Spike's rebellious demeanor and fluffy hair on the famous musician Bob Dylan. His performance was based primarily on the lead actor of
Tantei Monogatari, played by the famous Japanese actor Yusaku Matsuda. Although Yamadera was a fan of Matsuda, he avoided mimicking his distinctive way of speaking, noting that it hadn't sounded right for Spike. Personality Spike is a lazy, nonchalant, indifferent and lazy character. He spends the vast majority of his time on bebop, watching TV or
sleeping. In some rare cases, he is also seen practicing Jeet Kune Do, a martial arts practice in which he is very well trained, including as a passion for Bruce Lee and his philosophies (for example, he follows Lee's water analogy for his fighting style). He is a hardened smoker who is shown with a cigarette in his mouth at virtually every shot (the bad
conditions in the cigarettes pictured are reminiscent of those of Daisuke Jigen.) Although he rarely Spike has very little patience. He keeps saying he hates dogs, children and women with attitudes, and is far from happy when each of the three joins the bebop, but as the show progressed, he warmed up to One and Faye, all three of them fall into the category
of the three things he particularly hates. He also claims not to like cats. Spike is rarely seen excited about something and, even less often, says he likes something. He usually behaves phlegmatically and goes slouching almost as if he is sleepwalking. He seems to be tormented by the ghosts of his past and has frequent nightmares of his life in the Red
Dragon. He believes that he has died once before, so he does not show the slightest fear of the possibility of being killed, and often pretends to contest death to prove that he is still alive. In an interview with Faye, however, he admits that he does not want to die because of the hatred. Spike tells Faye Valentine to look him in the eye. One of the recurring
themes surrounding Spike's character is how he sees himself and his life. After the implant of an artificial eye, he says that his left eye, the real, sees the present, while the synthetic right eye sees the past, makes the past indelible in his head and does not allow him to get rid of it or forget it. Nevertheless, he usually encourages others to forget the past as not
important. Spike's zodiac sign is cancer, which suits his inability to let go of the past. When he's not working, Spike is very relaxed, sarcastic and alive to the dismay of his crewmates. He usually either rests on the couch or reads magazines. Spike's philosophy seems to be based on the ancient samurai ideals of immediacy, such as considering himself dead,
and the notion of death as awakening from a dream, both elements of the Bushido depicted in the Hagakure. Although one often speaks of cowboys in an almost heroic sense, his image is far from the idea of one of one and, on the contrary, has characteristics typical of an antihero. He never acts to protect someone, but only out of interest, so he often has
to be persuaded to go on a hunt that he thinks is just a little exciting, has a pretty sharp and cynical sense of humour when he pursues a bounty, throws himself headlong into action, regardless of damage to people and buildings, and has not the slightest moral scruples. to have to kill someone. In the film, he even tells an old woman that he and the Bebop
crew don't serve and protect, and that their work is strict, though Jet doubts that he actually means it. Despite all this, Spike still has a good heart and, whether he admits it or not, is more caring than he allows and more than willing to help others without expecting anything that is quite ironic given his way of working. A good example of this was in Session 7,
when Victoria Terpsichore gave him a Cash offered, and he took only one note while saying the rest was for her husband. He also showed compassion for Rocco's blind sister in session 8, even bought flowers when he visited her in hospital and was sad and sympathetic about the loss her brother. He treats One as a kind of emergency food and Ed as A
Burden, but in reality Spike, although he never shows appreciation to his companions, nurtures an obvious affection for each of them and often seems willing to help them. This affection is manifested by his constant decision not to interfere when they face up to their past, even if he has to hand over a bounty. In particular, spike shares a genuine fraternal
affection with Jet, and it's safe to say that they consider each other to be their best friend. In fact, they are often seen talking to each other like two old friends. Although they often struggle because of the excessive stubbornness of Spike, which occasionally leads to him being banished from bebop, these arguments are always resolved in a short time. Jet is
also the only person who trusts Spike about his past. Spike's most complex relationship in the series is the one he has with Faye. Most of the time, however, they bicker in moments of danger, Faye has always shown concern for Spike, and Spike has shown some empathy for Faye's situation, but perhaps because of her stubborn nature, they can't quite
admit it. Faye also always cared about Spike when he was injured, although she still had a bitter attitude. The affection between them is obvious, and many people have speculated that Faye might be in love with Spike and wants to find a connection with him. Watanabe raised the issue and said: 'Sometimes I'm asked, 'What does Spike think about Faye?' I
think he likes them a lot. But he's not a very straight person and makes sure he doesn't show it. Skills Spike has many talents and abilities, including very sharp vision, unusually acute perception, and exceptional happiness. It is suggested that he has little trouble recovering from self-fatal injuries after a few days and usually has strong stamina for pain during
fights. Spike uses sleight-of-hand techniques to win card games, pick bags and even push things unnoticed on other people. He is familiar with weapons (such as his personal Jericho 941 or Ruger P85, as well as other weapons and explosives) martial arts and hand-to-hand combat skills due to his previous involvement with the Red Dragon Crime Syndicate
and occasional training on the Bebop. He follows Jeet Kune Do, the mindset developed by Bruce Lee, although he has a penchant for high kicks of French boxing. Spike is also piloted and flies a converted asteroid racer called Swordfish II, which is armed with four machine guns, multiple rocket launchers and a single plasma cannon. Spike has repeatedly
shown an exceptionally sharp intellect, although he has a habit of planning in advance as Jet notes. Spike has repeatedly been able to outwit the entire Red Dragon syndicate, predict the movements of his opponents (whether in combat or in the casinos), and use the cross-thinking to get out of virtually any situation that life throws at him. Spike can also be
He swallows items at will, such as a casino chip or a cigarette, and spits them out again. Biography Early Life Spike was born on June 26, 2044 on Mars. [2] Not much is known about the 27-year-old's family or childhood other than his grandmother, who died before he was born. Some speculate that he was an orphan and his parents died when he was
young. His racial background was considered something of Jewish, American, Italian, Chinese or Japanese. There has also been speculation that he could be Latino, a light-skinned African or the last Mohican from selected online communities. [3] Throughout the series, there is some evidence of his past that it can be assumed that he grew up in one of the
slums of Mars before becoming a thug, a thief, and finally a criminal linked to the Red Dragon Crime Syndicate, where Mao Yenrai, the organization's director, takes him under his wing. The criminal organization becomes like a family for Spike, and thanks to his skills he manages to become one of the top men in a short time, and is even considered a leader
by many in the Red Dragon. Due to his ruthlessness, he loses his right eye in an unknown accident that occurred during a mission on behalf of the Red Dragon, after which an artificial eye was implanted. At the same time, after joining the Red Dragon, Spike meets a woman named Julia during a pool game; It is suggested that at first glance he fell in love
with her. He also meets Vicious, and soon both candidates will be candidates for possible successors to Mao as leader of the organization. While Vicious is ambitious, selfish, ruthless and willing to do anything to get the leadership role, Spike finds no interest in the opportunity instead. The differences of opinion between the two lead to a great mutual hatred
and a strong rivalry; however, this is not the only reason. They have a common history and have demonstrably fought and worked together in the past, perhaps at some point good friends. In Spike's flashbacks, he is shown alongside Vicious. Around this time, Spike is involved in a shootout, probably not with the police, but with the Assassins of Vicious. He
survives and is saved and healed by Julia. It's unclear exactly what connects Vicious and Julia, though it seems the most likely that Julia was somehow subdued by Vicious and forced to obey him, and some elements show that she may have had a romantic relationship with him, which further explains Vicious's anger at Spike for an affair with Julia and
sending assassins after him. After hearing about the new bond, Vicious offers Julia her freedom Exchange for the life of Spike, and adds that they would both end up dead if she did not kill him. Spike simultaneously staged his false death and offered Julia to leave the Red Dragon and run away with him to start a new life. You should meet in a cemetery on a
rainy day. Julia, however, does not have the strength to kill the man she decided to hide to protect him and himself so that at least one of them could be saved. She did not go to the cemetery, let Spike wait in the rain and came to believe that he had been betrayed. Spike eventually decided to leave, and so, painfully, an end to their relationship. A few years
later, in 2068[4], he met Jet Black, who became his partner and close friend. They boarded the ship, known as Bebop, and quickly became the most feared bounty hunters in the solar system. Despite the years, Spike continues, every time he gets an opportunity to search for his beloved Julia. On the Bebop In Session 2, Stray Dog Strut, Jet and Spike meet
while hunting for a hijacker of animals, Ein, a dog with an unexpected human intelligence whom they adopt as pets. In Session 3, Honky Tonk Women, an appearance by Charlie Parker in a dream, jet convinced him to try his luck in a casino. Here, the two bounty hunters meet Faye Valentine, who becomes the third member of the Bebop crew after a series
of events between this session and Session 4, Gateway Shuffle. At first, both men disagree d'eased lyson to have a woman on board, especially an opportunist like Faye. Over time, however, they become a connected and functional team. In Session 5, Ballad of Fallen Angels, when Faye decides to catch Mao Yenrai alone, unaware that he has already been
killed by Vicious, she falls into a Red Dragon trap, only to be used by Vicious to attract Spike. When Spike arrives in exchange for Faye's life, Spike confronts the assassins of his rival and Vicious himself. Vicious is cheaper and manages to push Spike through a glass wall, but Spike manages to throw a grenade towards Vicious. Spike fell to the ground, but
survived with the help of his fellow passengers, who took him back to bebop and provided medical care for his wounds. According to unclear circumstances, Vicious survived the explosion caused by Spike's bomb. You think I'm vicious?! You don't know what Vicious is! In Session 9, Jamming with Edward, the eccentric Ed joins the trio. Spike takes up his life
as a bounty hunter until Sessions 12 and 13, Jupiter Jazz, when Faye flees to Callisto because she is afraid of her feelings towards her companions. In an effort to find her, Spike picks up a message that is perceived to look at a woman named Julia, but the term Julia turns out to be just the code name of a purchase transaction of a drug show (Red Eye) from
Vicious in the name of the Red Dragon. After another clash with his rival, in which he can escape again, Spike returns to the bebop and is greeted by Jet with open arms, despite the dispute caused by the nature and how he acted to chase Julia. After a series of adventures, in Session 24, Hard Luck Woman, the crew is dismembered because Ed, after
meeting her father again for a short time, goes in. Faye, who added to the separation, recovered from her amnesia and the fear of discovering that their parents are not alive leaves the ship. In Sessions 25 and 26, The Real Folk Blues, depressed, although they don't want to admit it, Jet and Spike go to a bar to drown their worries in alcohol, unaware that the
men of the Red Dragon Crime Syndicate are hunting Spike in the meantime. The organization's assassins find Spike and Jet at the bar where they conduct a firefight and Jet is injured by a bullet on his left leg. Spike and Jet return to the bebop with the help of Shin to cover their escape. Spike, after finding out that the elders of the Red Dragon stopped the
coup of Vicious and ordered their minions to eliminate every former member of the organization, contacts Faye and asks her to return to bebop. Faye returns and tells him, albeit hesitantly, that she met Julia, who gave her the task of sending Spike a message that she was waiting for him (not known for Faye) in the cemetery from years ago. Spike
immediately leaves the bebop and travels to the cemetery, whereupon he and Julia are reunited. Soon they will be accompanied by the assassins of the Red Dragon, who chase them on the roofs of the city. Although Spike manages to kill all the assassins, Julia is shot in the back by a stray bullet and dies in Spike's arms and asks if what happened was just
a dream. Spike reacts positively and, after watching her die, decides to kill Vicious, who has since killed the elders and became the new leader of the Red Dragon. Duel with Vicious Spike kills Vicious. Contrary to the expectations of his companions, Spike returns to the bebop, but only to say goodbye to them permanently. Spike asks Jet to cook him food for
the last time and then tells the story of his life as a fairy tale. They laugh together one last time, and then Jet lets him go to fulfill his fate. At the entrance of the hangar, Spike meets Faye, who puts her rifle on her head to stop him. She reminds him of the time when he told her to forget the past and live in the present. Spike then reveals that his right eye is
fake and that it only sees the past, which makes the past inevitable in his head. Then she tells him that she has regained her memory and realizes that he and Jet are her only family. She asks him not to die, to which he replies that he is not going there to die, but to find out if he is alive. As he walks away, Faye, sad and desperate, shoots her weapon at the
ceiling and then gives herself in defeated sobs. Due to an effective surprise, Spike manages to break through the front door into the base of the Red Dragon and, after killing many members of the organization and suffered on his left arm and left side of his head, reached the top floor and the room in which Vicious is. During the last battle, he is wounded by a
dagger on his left collartwo and a katana on his left quadriceps and abdomen. Nevertheless, he manages to kill his rival with a gunshot wound to the chest. An injured spike after the duel with Vicious. Short Short Spike walks down the stairs, holds his side and is greeted with the astonishment of the surviving men. Then he stops in his tracks, points his finger
at the men who imitate a gun, says bang with a smile and breaks unconscious to the ground. Destiny Bang! Although it is widely believed that Spike is dead from his wounds, Shinichiro Watanabe, the creator, has never really confirmed the character's death and deliberately made the ending ambiguous to let fans decide Spike's fate. A clue to Spike's death
could be a fading star at the end of the camera's upward movement in the credits, although it could also have been Vicious's star. This could be a nod to Bull's statement during a conversation with a child in Jupiter Jazz Part 1/2 (Session 12 &amp; 13), in which he says that a fallen star is indeed the tear of a warrior who has finished his struggles and could
not find his way into the sublime realm where the great spirit awaits us all. In a 2006 interview with Watanabe, he said: I never officially said he died. At this point, I can tell you that I am not sure whether he is still alive or dead. He also said in a 2013 interview: I think people who see [the end] and think Spike is asleep are probably right... only sleep. [2] Either
way, the story of Cowboy Bebop ended with Spike still lying on the ground. Memorable Quotes Asteroid Blues Spike Mirror: Jet, you said peppers and beef. Jet Black: [distracted] His name is Asimov Solensen. Are you listening to me? Spike Spiegel: There is no beef in there. So you wouldn't really call it peppers and beef now, wouldn't you? Jet Black: Yes, I
would. Spike Spiegel: Well, it isn't! Jet Black: [yelling] It's fine if you're broke! Jamming with Edward Spike Mirror: Jet, do you know there are three things I particularly hate? Jet Black: [defeated] Really? Spike Mirror: Kids. Animals. And women with attitudes. Jet Black: [defeated] Oh... Spike Mirror: Tell Me Jet... [screaming] why did we gather all three neatly in
our ship?! Mushroom Samba Frog: Hey, Mister. [Pause] This is the stairs to the sky. You know that, don't cha? Spike Mirror: ... Reluctant little frog. [further up] Wild Horses Spike Mirror: Whatever happens. Cowboy Bebop The Movie: Knockin' on Heaven's Door Elektra Ovirowa: The more you know, the shorter your life will be. Spike Spiegel: I love the kind of
woman who can kick me in. The Real Folk Blues (Part 2) Spike Spiegel: I don't go there to die. I'll find out if I'm really alive. Spike Mirror: They say hunger is the best spice. Spike Mirror: Bang... [Smiles as he holds his hand like a gun before falling to the ground] Background creation During Shinichiro Watanabe's first work on Cowboy Bebop was the first
picture that came to him, of Spike. Previously, Watanabe had the character of Spike in mind for a long time From then on, Watanabe tried to build a story around him and tried to make it cool. Spike's artificial eye was captured because Watanabe wanted his characters to have mistakes. Originally he wanted to give Spike an eye patch, but the producers
vetoed it. The producers of Cowboy Bebop were quoted as saying they had chosen the name Spike Spiegel because it sounded cool. In the peculiarities that accompany Cowboy Bebop The Movie: Knockin' on Heaven's Door, the peculiarities of the spike are modelled on the late Japanese actor Yusaku Matsuda, especially since he appears in his famous
role in Tantei Monogatari. Trivia His past and background are similar to Eric Draven in The Crow (played by Brandon Lee, son of Bruce, in the 1994 film), as both were pledged to death. Both were in love with a beautiful woman with whom they were supposed to be together, and both set out to avenge their loved ones. Both also fought against their rivals in
an abandoned church and managed to kill them in a violent and poetic way, and both have experience in fighting with weapons and martial arts. Spike's age of 27 is a nod to the 27 club, which consists of many famous musicians who have died in old age. Shinichira Watanabe confirmed in an interview that Spike's hair color is dark green. References to the
picture gallery
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